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Assassination Classroom Vol. 1, written and illustrated by Yusei Matsui, is
the first installment in the popular action-comedy manga series. It
introduces readers to a bizarre and intriguing premise: an indestructible
yellow octopus-like creature named Koro-sensei becomes the homeroom
teacher of Class 3-E, a group of underachieving students at Kunugigaoka
Junior High School. The students are tasked with the seemingly impossible
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mission of assassinating Koro-sensei before the end of the year or face the
destruction of Earth.

A Unique and Compelling Premise

One of the strengths of Assassination Classroom Vol. 1 is its unique and
compelling premise. The idea of a group of students tasked with
assassinating their teacher is both absurd and intriguing. It creates a high-
stakes situation that keeps readers engaged and eager to see how the
students will succeed in their mission.

The volume also does a great job of introducing Koro-sensei as a complex
and enigmatic character. Despite his seemingly monstrous appearance,
Koro-sensei is surprisingly intelligent, caring, and supportive of his
students. This creates a dynamic tension between his role as a target for
assassination and his genuine desire to help his students grow.

Memorable Characters

In addition to Koro-sensei, Assassination Classroom Vol. 1 also introduces
a cast of memorable and endearing characters. The students of Class 3-E
are a diverse group of individuals, each with their own unique strengths,
weaknesses, and motivations.

Some of the standout characters include Nagisa Shiota, a quiet and
unassuming student who becomes one of Koro-sensei's most trusted allies;
Karma Akabane, a sadistic and manipulative student who enjoys
tormenting others; and Kayano Kaede, a shy and insecure girl who
develops a crush on Koro-sensei.

Thrilling Action and Hilarious Comedy



Assassination Classroom Vol. 1 is a well-paced and thrilling read. The
assassination attempts are exciting and suspenseful, and the comedy is
perfectly timed and never overstays its welcome. Matsui does a great job of
balancing the action and comedy elements, creating a series that is both
entertaining and engaging.

Beautiful Artwork

The artwork in Assassination Classroom Vol. 1 is absolutely stunning.
Matsui's character designs are expressive and detailed, and his action
sequences are fluid and dynamic. The use of color is also impressive, with
bright and vibrant colors adding to the overall atmosphere of the series.

Assassination Classroom Vol. 1 is a captivating start to a unique and
entertaining action-comedy series. With its intriguing premise, memorable
characters, thrilling action, hilarious comedy, and stunning artwork, this
volume is a must-read for fans of the genre. I highly recommend it to
anyone looking for a fun and exciting read.

Author's Note

I am a huge fan of the Assassination Classroom series, and I believe that
Vol. 1 is an excellent to this fantastic manga. I hope that this review has
convinced you to give it a try.
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